
Omnia Glass



The matchless tradition issues primarily from the quality of human

resources, which have formed, developed, and cultivated here for

centuries, and also from the quality of available glass sands and the

richness of Bohemian forests. The Bohemian glass families had

significantly influenced both European technological development and

artistic styles since the 17th century.

Our Company OMNIA Glass Ltd. is the Czech wholesalers and

exporter of the famous Bohemia glass for home, hotels and other

public buildings from the year 1998. The Czech glass with label

“Bohemia Crystal” or “Bohemia glass” is sought after its excellence

and high quality. Hundreds of years by the Czech glass are

synonymous with beauty and perfect craftsmanship.

Our Company guarantees individual approach to each customer with

maximum efforts to accommodate his wishes and requirements. We offer a

wide assortment of the traditional Czech glass, including glassware for

table as well as chandeliers and lights. We cooperate with many renowned

major producers of the Czech glass. We represent some of these

exclusively Czech Companies in the Middle East and Egypt.



During Our existence, Omnia Glass has attracted the stable group of

customers especially abroad. Therefore, the export remains to be our priority.

We are trying to find the best response to customer´s wishes and ideas in the

best way suitable for both parties.

Omnia Glass Ltd.

Prague, The Czech Republic

To provide maximum satisfaction and quality to our customers we

have opened our own small workshop three years ago. So, We can

offer more wide possibility of glass hand-made decorating and

cutting.



STEMWARE

Stemware and drinking glass consist of main parts: goblets,

flutes, tumblers, carafes and jugs. These parts can reach

manifold forms and sizes. There is a countless wealth of

shapes and combinations, from simple to sophisticated

ones, from romantic to modern ones which can be use in

hotel industry, restaurants and other types of catering

industry.

Clear elegance

Part 1

Glass Elegation not only for your home
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The art of decoration

Classic decoration













Tea Glasses













GLASSWARE

Glassware In our offer you can find modern vases, up to 35
cm high, or also vases with classical shapes. There are
many types of bowl vases, perfectly fit for many kinds of
arrangements - floating flowers, sand, stones, dry
arrangements, many kinds of bowls and candles. There are
also many decoration techniques for making the glassware
unique.







Part 2

Glassware for every occasion

The recent years have brought on the glass market popularity to

a new type of glass. An environmentally friendly Crystallite glass

melt has been used for many years to manufacture the entire

range of products, as it does not contain any lead compounds

and includes also titanioum guaranteeing a greater resistence of

the final product. This glass melt offers top-class parameters

such as Czech Crystal and high lifetime, and can also be washed

in a dishwasher without the risk of grey fading.







Part 3

Crystal – Queen of glass perfection 

We offer a wide range of hand made 24% lead crystal from

traditional Czech manufacturers. Our company in cooperation

with other manufacturers and thanks to the own small

manufacture is able to provide decorating cut from simple to

complex traditional decors, including decors with gold and so we

can meet the individual requirements of our customers. Our offers

also includes ensuring representative packaging according to

customer requirements.



Cutting Crystal glass with smalt and gold





Classical decor of Crystal Glass







Adress: Omnia Glass Ltd.

Lužna 591

16000 Praha 6

Czech Republic

Mail: info@omniaglass.cz

Web. www.omniaglass.cz
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